
ROY WOODS UNVEILS VIDEO FOR “LIKE 
PASCAL” 

 

WATCH IT HERE 

 

DEM TIMES OUT NOW ON OVO SOUND – LISTEN HERE 

 

 

 

August 17, 2020 (Toronto, Ontario) – Roy Woods has shared a compelling new video for "Like 
Pascal" from his latest EP Dem Times on OVO Sound. From personal style to aesthetic, Roy stays 
on point and the VHS effect on the visual combined with elevated outfitting make for stunning 
results. A nod to Toronto Raptors basketball player Pascal Siakam, the video “Like Pascal,” 
directed by L.A. Rubio, arrives as the NBA is back in full swing. It also comes on the heels of his 
stellar performance from The FADER’s Digital FORT 2 and previous visuals for “What We Did” 
and "2 Me." 

 

Roy told Complex, "'Like Pascal' is a song where I wanted to speak about a different part of the life 
I live, while also experimenting with new flows and controversial styles throughout the record. 
With this song, I get more in your face with the lifestyle I live." 

 

Dem Times is the passionate and excellently crafted project from Roy Woods, recorded between 
LA and Toronto and set to a soundtrack of cinematic beats and signature vocals. To date, Roy 
Woods has been streamed nearly 2 billion times.  
 
 

“If [Roy Woods] maintains that same level of hunger and consistency as shown on ‘Dem Times,’ 
stardom is imminent.” – Billboard 

   

https://ovosound.lnk.to/LikePascal
https://ovosound.lnk.to/DemTimes
https://youtu.be/qOhViOUiSJM
https://ovosound.lnk.to/2MeVideo
https://www.complex.com/music/2020/08/roy-woods-like-pascal-video


“[On ‘I Feel It,’] his bars ebb and flow with an urgency that is at once vulnerable and confident, and 
his voice takes center stage over a beat that peaks in all the right places.” – Teen Vogue 

   
"['Dem Times' is] a conglomeration of lyrical prowess" – VMAN 

 

  

DOWNLOAD PRESS PHOTO HERE [CREDIT: DREW CARRYMORE]  

 

FOLLOW ROY WOODS: 
Instagram | Twitter | Facebook | YouTube 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4ha8komyd2otug5/Photo%20By%20Drew%20Carrymore.JPG?dl=0
https://www.instagram.com/roywoods/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/RoyWoods?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.facebook.com/roywoods/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCN_uuL0yjn9H5fnFqpo2S1w


 

For more information, please contact:  
Yash Zadeh | Warner Records 

Yashar.Zadeh@warnerrecords.com 
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